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Non-communicable diseases disproportionately affect African migrants from sub-Saharan Africa living in high-income countries (HICs). Evidence suggests this is largely driven by forces that include migration, globalisation of unhealthy lifestyles (poor diet, physical inactivity and smoking), unhealthy food environments, socio-economic status and population ageing. Changes in lifestyle behaviours that accompany migration are exemplified primarily by shifts in dietary behaviours from more traditional diets to a diet that incorporates the host culture, which promotes the development of obesity, diabetes, hypertension and CVD. The current paper presents a critical analysis of dietary change and how this is influenced by the food environment and the socio-economic context following migration. We used a food systems framework to structure the discussion of the interaction of factors across the food system that shape food environments and subsequent dietary changes among African migrant populations living in HICs.
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Implications of migration on the development of nutrition-related non-communicable diseases

The past few decades have seen a surge in the number of African migrant populations living in Europe and other high-income countries (HICs)1,2. Since 2010, migrants from Africa are estimated to account for about 80% of the ten fastest growing populations of international migrants3. African migrants who move from sub-Saharan Africa to HICs experience higher levels of nutrition-related non-communicable diseases (NR-NCDs) including hypertension, obesity and type 2 diabetes than

Abbreviations: HIC, high-income country; NR-NCD, nutrition-related non-communicable disease; SES, socio-economic status.
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their host populations, with important differences by sex observed\(^4\). The risk of NR-NCDs among these populations also differs according to country of origin, country of destination and duration of stay in the host country\(^5\). For instance, the research on obesity and diabetes among African migrants study\(^6,7\) found that African migrants residing in England had a lower prevalence of type 2 diabetes than those residing in the Netherlands and Germany (Fig. 1). Obesity was also found to be higher among African migrants residing in England compared to those residing in the Netherlands and Germany (Fig. 2). The prevalence of NR-NCDs is not only higher compared to host country populations, but there is also an increased risk among migrants compared to their non-migrant compatriots living in their country of origin\(^4,8\).

This surge in NR-NCDs among African migrants has been associated with the nutrition and health transition, changes in the food environments and diets following migration\(^9,10\). The idea that the food environment may be associated with the increasing prevalence of NR-NCDs is not new. For instance, in 2007, the Foresight report\(^11\) was commissioned by the UK government to illustrate the complexity of factors influencing obe-sogenic dietary (and physical activity) behaviours, including in people’s food environments, but this was not developed through the lens of migrant-origin groups. Food environments include physical, economic, policy, and socio-cultural surroundings, opportunities, and conditions that influence people’s food consumption patterns and acknowledge them as determinants of health\(^9\). Migration to an HIC is also accompanied by changes in the physical environment and the adoption of dietary behaviour of the host country\(^13,14\), which have been associated with the risk of CVDs, obesity and type 2 diabetes\(^8,15\).

As a response to this rising burden of NR-NCDs, the WHO recommends preventive strategies that target underlying modifiable behaviours such as dietary behaviours and social determinants through the creation of healthier food environments\(^16\). However, knowledge of the differential ways in which food environments may influence unhealthy dietary behaviours among migrant-origin groups living in HICs is limited. This difference is important because disparities in dietary behaviours between ethnic groups and/or between migrants and the host population are well documented\(^17,18\). These wide variations in dietary behaviours could be due to variability in the operation of factors in the food environments such as social networks, socio-economic status (SES) and acculturation level among migrant-origin groups\(^19,20\).

**Dietary acculturation**

The process of acculturation (Table 1) presents several challenges and life changes that could have potentially positive or negative effects on the health of migrants via changes in lifestyle, including diet. Several studies have explored the association between acculturation and diet\(^18,21\), but the influence of acculturation on dietary behaviours is still not properly understood. Inconsistencies in the association between acculturation and dietary intake are reported in the literature\(^23,24\), and has been attributed to several issues including methodological considerations, such as variations in the way dietary intake is conceptualised and assessed\(^24\). The process of change from traditional diets (often characterised by whole grain, fruits and vegetables and associated with multiple health benefits) to new patterns of diet (often associated with an energy-dense westernised diet) is often referred to as dietary acculturation\(^9\) (Table 1). Evidence from some dietary studies among migrant-origin groups living in the USA\(^25\) and Canada\(^22\) have shown that dietary acculturation includes the adoption of a high-fat diet and low intake of fruit and vegetables. These examples are of public health concern because dietary patterns characterised by high-fat and low fruit and vegetables are risk factors for NR-NCDs.

**Models of dietary acculturation**

Two main models have been proposed to explain the factors influencing dietary change in migrant
populations\(^9^{,26}\). Their scope, strengths and weaknesses are discussed next.

The first dietary acculturation model was proposed by Kockturk-Runefors\(^{26}\) and aimed to enhance the understanding of adaptation to new dietary patterns after migration. This model seeks to explain how food habits change depending on taste preferences and cultural identity. In this model, foods are grouped into staple foods, complementary foods and accessory foods. Staple foods are foods that form a dominant portion of the diet for a given population, and staple foods vary among different population groups. They usually are a source of carbohydrates and proteins. For most Africans, living within Africa or in HICs, popular staple foods are made from starchy carbohydrates such as cassava, yam, plantain and rice. Complementary foods are often protein-rich sources such as meat, fish, legumes and milk. Accessory foods are added to enhance the taste and presentation of the meal\(^{26}\).

According to the model, staple foods are likely to remain the same for several generations, however accessory foods change most easily on exposure to a new food environment, whereas complementary foods vary among different population groups. They usually are a source of carbohydrates and proteins. For most Africans, living within Africa or in HICs, popular staple foods are made from starchy carbohydrates such as cassava, yam, plantain and rice. Complementary foods are often protein-rich sources such as meat, fish, legumes and milk. Accessory foods are added to enhance the taste and presentation of the meal\(^{26}\).

The second model of dietary acculturation, developed by Satia-Abouta and colleagues\(^9\), illustrates the complex relationship that exists between cultural factors (e.g. religion), socio-economic factors (e.g. employment), demographic factors (e.g. sex) and migration, and how this impacts different patterns of dietary intake. According to this model, change in dietary intake due to migration is not a simple or linear process where
migrants make a discrete shift from traditional foods to the host diet or to westernised diets. Instead, change in dietary intake could take different pathways. It can be in the form of completely abandoning traditional diets or maintaining traditional diets, or to combining traditional diets with the host diet due to various reasons.

These different outcomes of dietary acculturation are in line with Berry and Sam’s classification of acculturation strategies(30). For instance, maintaining some traditional dietary behaviours and adopting new ones from the host country could be described as a sign of integration. The departure from traditional diets has been reported in some studies in the UK and France, especially among younger generations of migrant-origin groups(31). On the contrary, studies among Afro-Caribbeans living in Amsterdam and Berlin showed the maintenance of traditional dietary practices following migration have been criticised(34). It is largely based on traditional migration models and considers dietary change from the perspective of relatively disadvantaged communities. Migration is often assumed to be from an underprivileged situation and female migrants from different African and Asian countries living in Norway(35).

Most dietary acculturation studies have investigated the process of change from traditional to new patterns of diet (i.e. westernised diet), suggesting a change from healthy to less healthy diets(31). However, recent studies among Ghanaian migrants propose that migration may contribute to healthier or unhealthy dietary changes(34). A study conducted among international students in Belgium also reported increases in the consumption of healthy foods following migration(36). Exposure to host food culture through the media, friendships and the work environment were hypothesised to result in increased nutrition knowledge, which in turn led some migrants to adopt healthier diets. This contradiction in the influence of migration on dietary practices confirms the idea that dietary acculturation is a complex process that depends on several factors. The operant model of acculturation and ethnic minority health behaviour(37) may go some way to explaining these seemingly contradictory findings. An implication of the varying perceptions regarding a change in dietary practices resulting in healthy/unhealthy dietary practices is that it is possible that within the Ghanaian population not everyone will require the same kind of intervention(24).

While Satia-Abouta’s model of dietary acculturation discussed earlier is useful for nutritionists to understand dietary acculturation, its limited inclusiveness and lack of accounting for the many other factors that influence dietary practices following migration have been criticised(36,39). It is largely based on traditional migration models and considers dietary change from the perspective of relatively disadvantaged communities. Migration is often assumed to be from an underprivileged situation.
to a more prosperous country, and that the resultant dietary change is therefore from an implied healthy, traditional diet, to a more westernised and less healthy one. This limits its relevance to more recent voluntary migrant groups or migrants from a high SES background before migration(40), thus it may not be relevant for future migrant generations, i.e. second-, third- or fourth-generation migrants. Once again this emphasises the importance of considering the heterogeneity of migrant populations.

One limitation of Satia-Abouta’s model(9) is the separation of factors into socio-economic, demographic and cultural factors, which tends to present a simplistic view of the process of dietary change that is more complex than the model suggests. Other factors that have been shown to influence dietary practices such as contemporary migration patterns and those of the globalisation of the food system are not included, for example(1,40).

How the food environment influences diets among African migrants

A range of models and frameworks(14,41–44) have been developed to explain the role of food environments in people’s diets, given the influence of food environments on nutritional quality of the diets people consume(45). However, contextual differences across populations may limit transferability of existing frameworks to African migrants who may purchase, cook and consume different meals as compared to the host population.

We used a food systems framework(1) to structure the discussion of the food environment and other relevant factors influencing the change in dietary behaviours following migration. In our adapted framework (Fig. 3), the external drivers that influence the diets of African migrants are population growth and migration, politics and leadership, income growth and distribution and the socio-cultural context. These directly influence the African migrant’s food environment, consumer behaviours and individual factors, such as economic and situational factors. In this section, the evidence of these immediate drivers that directly shape the health and nutrition and socio-economic outcomes of food systems of African migrants in the UK are examined and discussed.

Food supply chain

As shown in Fig. 3, the food supply chain comprises food production, food storage and distribution, and food marketing. These activities and associated actors are responsible for production, consumption and disposal of its waste(46). Unlike other food supply chains, that for traditional foods of African migrants is more complicated, given that most of these are imported into Europe. It is well known that the level of food production influences food availability and affordability, which also in turn influences diet quality and diversity(47–50). The availability of these foods is therefore, not only dependent on the production of African foods but controlled by all the elements of the trade and export arrangements in place by the importing HIC and the country where the food is exported from. Hence, any disruption to the international market affects the availability and prices of these traditional foods.
Food environments (food availability and affordability)

Beyond the issues of international trade, the availability and affordability of traditional African foods is largely driven by demand. In areas of super-diversity (refers to the unprecedented collection of different nationalities, faiths, languages, cultures and ethnicities in a society)(51), such as in London, Birmingham and Manchester in the UK, traditional African foods are readily available and prices are cheaper compared to areas of less diversity. In these areas of diversity, there are a number of local traditional shops, thus offering competitive prices to attract consumers.

Studies on African migrant origins in Greater Manchester(52) and Birmingham(53) have confirmed that the availability and affordability of traditional foods directly shape eating behaviours of both older and younger African migrants in the UK(13,34,53). In the study conducted in Greater Manchester, participants compared the food environment in the UK with the context before migration, where food was unavailable during certain times of the year and indicated the abundance of foods including traditional foods in the UK(52,53). This was attributed not only to the high number of ethnic shops that sold traditional foods in areas of super-diversity, but also because large UK-wide supermarkets such as Tesco, Asda and Sainsburys in super-diverse areas also have aisles stocked with ethnic foods which are described as ‘world foods’ (Table 1). This perception could be because the food environment was compared with that before migration, in which participants reported food scarcity during certain times of the year(54). This could be due to lack of food processing and storage facilities in most farming areas, but also because in many communities food production is dependent on subsistence agriculture and rainfall(54).

In a recent scoping review exploring the interactions of factors in the food environment of migrants using the Analysis Grid for Environments Linked to Obesity (ANGELO) framework, it was found that time constraints, availability of transport services and the opportunity to be sign posted to traditional food markets by close networks were essential overarching themes that influenced the choice of migrants accessing different food options(55).

Several studies have also cited how environmental factors change following migration(9,13,56). For instance, exposure to a new food supply can result in changes in procuring and preparation of food and the unavailability of traditional foods that can lead to an increased intake of foods found in the host country(9).

In more recent times, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic, a number of ethnic food shops started trading online and advertising using social media and other ethnic minority-specific communication channels, such as local UK-based African radio stations. These shops offer access to traditional foods even for those living in areas of less diversity. However, the quality and prices of these foods purchased online can differ from foods purchased from physical shops.

Individual level factors

Individual level factors include a person’s SES, situational factors(57), cultural identity, age and ageing, medical condition and body image.

Socio-economic factors. SES is a known driver of dietary behaviours(10,20,31,58). Populations living in HICs of lower SES based on educational level and/or income tend to have less healthy eating habits compared with populations of higher SES(20,58). Lower income is shown to restrict food choices, thus compelling the consumption of poorer quality foods(51). SES measured by occupation and level of education did not seem to be important in differentiating the different types of dietary practice typologies identified in a recent qualitative study conducted among Ghanaian migrants(54). In this study, the relatively higher perceived cost of traditional foods did not influence the continued consumption of traditional foods among the bulk of the participants, perhaps because strategies were devised that included substituting certain ingredients to prepare Ghanaian dishes and to maintain the ‘Ghanaian taste’(54). Similar strategies to maintain traditional foods were also reported in studies conducted among other migrant groups living in Europe(33,59,60).

Situational factors. Most migrant-origin groups tend to have higher levels of poverty than the majority population(61) and tend to engage in lower paid jobs(62), despite evidence they are often overqualified for these(63). This impacts the adoption of a healthy lifestyle(11), as stated earlier. For instance, a survey conducted in London among Ghanaian and Nigerian migrants employed in low-paid sectors reported that most respondents in the study engaged in cleaning jobs while others were employed as care workers. Among the participants 94% earned less than the UK minimum wage in 2008(63). Also, when using the UK Index of Multiple Deprivation scale, most African migrants live in areas of very high deprivation and often find the prices of their traditional foods in the big chain supermarkets expensive. For instance, a study of older African migrants in Birmingham, UK, found that most women living in the most deprived neighbourhoods according to the Index of Multiple Deprivation scale, described the prices of traditional foods in local supermarkets as slightly more expensive compared with those sold in the budget market located in the city centre(53). The rapidly rising food and energy prices that have been observed in the UK and other HICs in 2022 are likely to have a disproportionate impact on poorer migrant populations.

Cultural identity. The majority of African migrants still maintain certain dietary behaviours, that is the preparation and consumption of specific traditional foods, as part of their cultural identity or heritage(53,64). This is often particularly true for older generations as compared to younger generations. In a study of older migrants in Birmingham, it was found that the cultural identity associated with consuming their traditional foods was the primary reason for the choice of certain foods rather than their health benefits(53). Besides the cultural identity of these foods, this study also observed that these foods provided a sense of comfort and feeling of ‘proximity’ to their home country. The importance of cultural identity in maintaining
Chewing difficulties encountered and loss of taste during mealtimes are less pleasurable, which results in the quality of food consumed. This usually occurs as the loss of teeth with age affects the amount and quality of food consumed. From a physiological perspective, the ageing process impacts the body in many ways that can impair the body’s ability to ingest, digest, absorb, process, distribute and store nutrients over time. These changes have the tendency to influence the dietary behaviours and nutritional status of older adults. Morley and Silver describe these age-related changes that can impair dietary behaviour and nutritional status as ‘the anorexia of ageing’. Similar to other ageing populations, the loss of dentition, sight, hearing and taste with age among African migrants are considered to be important drivers of food intake, impacting nutritional status, the prevalence of other diseases and subsequently the quality of life among older adults. For example, the loss of teeth with age affects the amount and quality of food consumed. This usually occurs as mealtimes are less pleasurable, which results in the inability to eat a variety of nutritious meals due to chewing difficulties encountered and loss of taste during mealtimes. Despite the limited evidence of the impact of these factors among African migrants in the UK, a few studies have found that loss of taste leads to change in dietary behaviours in migrant groups. For example, a group of older African migrants in the UK explained that they were unable to enjoy their African traditional meals as much, due to the loss of taste over time.

From the effect of physical decline with age, there is a considerable amount of literature that demonstrates that the physical ability of an older adult has a direct impact on their nutritional status. For instance, a longitudinal study involving African migrants found that a decline in physical function over time worsened nutrient intakes and nutritional status of ethnic older minorities. A good explanation for this relationship could be the difficulty in shopping and preparing food, especially traditional meals, due to physical limitations, which could eventually lead to inadequate dietary intake and malnutrition.

Medical condition and body image. In the UK, some African migrants have made substantive changes to their eating behaviours for medical reasons, such as changing diet, altering their eating patterns, reducing portion sizes or cooking methods to manage current health condition. In a qualitative study in Birmingham, the fear of losing independence and other accompanying complications from diabetes and other NR-NCDs emerged as motivating factors for some African migrants to eat healthily and maintain their physical function. However, it is worth stating that African migrants who made changes to their diets also reported attending relevant health education sessions.

Similar to medical conditions, body image perception remains a strong driver of certain meal preferences among African migrants in the UK. This is mostly the case with female African migrants as compared to males. In Birmingham, a longitudinal study of ethnic minorities found that more females reported reducing portion sizes or abandoning certain traditional foods to keep a healthy and ‘desirable’ weight to help them maintain good health or manage existing health conditions.

Consumer behaviours

Consumer behaviours in this context refers to food-related decisions or choices that African migrants make regarding what foods to buy, where to buy, how to prepare and consume food and how to store it. Taste, socio-cultural context, age and medical conditions (as discussed earlier) have been found to strongly influence consumer behaviours of African migrants in the UK.

Policies actions on non-communicable diseases in England and relevance to migrant populations

At a UN general assembly meeting held a decade ago on NCDs, world leaders pledged their full commitment to tackle the NCD burden. Subsequently the World Health Assembly set out global targets, key among these was an action to reduce mortality from four NCDs (CVDs, cancers, type 2 diabetes and chronic respiratory diseases), and halt the rise in diabetes and obesity. This commitment required that countries develop and implement policy actions and show political will towards their realisation. While many countries now have NCD policies, and some are making significant progress in terms of implementation to tackle the problem, others appear to have made little to no progress in policy development and implementation, especially some low- and middle-income countries.

In England, the government has taken important policy actions, in line with its commitment, to tackle the obesity crisis. Key policy initiatives include the sugar reduction policy to tackle childhood obesity, which aims to promote healthy eating and physical activity in primary schools, and more recently the launch of the policy to tackle obesity more generally, which includes a campaign for ‘better health’.

Although these policies are expected to contribute to tackling the obesity crisis (as a risk factor of many of the NCDS), a recent review examining the nature and strategic adequacy of these policies, concluded that obesity policies in England have largely been proposed in a way that does not facilitate implementation.
document impact or learn from policy failures, and that the government has often tended to adopt less interventionist policy approaches, i.e. policy interventions that allow individuals to take control and make behaviour changes to reduce NCDs, rather than address the external environment factors that contribute to it, hence making them less effective. Table 2 presents a summary of the current government policies/initiatives to address obesity in England and identifies how no or superficial attention has been given to migrant population groups in these.

Although the UK government recognises the need to address health inequalities in England, and some of the obesity strategies in Table 2 have specifically mentioned this with key targets aiming to reduce inequalities in NCDs in the population. However, there is great concern that these policies are not inclusive or do not explicitly consider the health needs of migrant or ethnic minority groups in general, which then cast doubt on the potential impact of the policies to achieve impact. Only the recently introduced policy (the tackling obesity: government strategy, 2020) superficially highlighted the need to tackle the health disparities between ethnic minority groups and the majority white population, but no specific actions are outlined in the policy to prioritise this group.

The lack of emphasis on migrant health contributes to explaining why health inequality gaps in England continue to widen evidence in health and disease patterns that continue to differ significantly between ethnic minority and migrant groups compared with the majority white population, and between the different ethnic minority and migrant groups(49). Migrants living in England suffer the most from different NCDs, and this is reflected in the COVID-19 mortality data too, which shows that ethnic minority groups were disproportionately affected(43). For the government policies and interventions to achieve any impact in addressing health inequalities or tackle NCDs they need to be inclusive, both during their development and implementation, and take into consideration the diversity of migrant groups living in England, in terms of their culture, demographic, socio-economic backgrounds, as well as the beliefs they hold, as these impact significantly on health seeking behaviours and practices.

### Implications for policy and research

Interventions that focus primarily on individual level drivers of dietary behaviours have limited success when they do not consider the wider food environment and factors in the food system. The present paper supports the need for deep structure sensitivity in interventions, which means understanding the cultural, social, environmental, psychological and historical forces that influence dietary practices within migrant populations, before designing interventions(46). This is particularly important, given that migrant studies often define ethnicity in broad categories and assume homogeneity in the characteristics of large ethnic minority groups(47). Dietary practices of African migrants are not homogenous and there is the need to recognise this, while considering the other wider range of factors influencing diet.

Current routine data collected in most European countries do not provide insight into dietary practices of migrant groups. Such data, if available can inform policies for nutrition interventions applicable or specific to migrant groups. Considerable variations in dietary behaviours across and within different ethnic groups(48) limit the extent to which research tools that are used in HICs can be used, as these are usually developed for the host population and may not be suitable for migrant groups(49). However, including routine data from migrant groups can result in the addition of new foods to update food consumption assessment tools (such as food frequency questionnaires) and food composition data in order to capture all available foods in Europe, thus bridging this gap in knowledge related to the dietary behaviours of migrant groups(50). An opportunity for research is to explore the relative importance of various factors identified and their associations with dietary behaviours and the subsequent impact on NR-NCDs.

The present paper addresses some of the gaps in knowledge regarding dietary change and the food environment and the socio-economic context following migration. It also summarises the evidence, which shows that dietary change among people of African migrants living in Europe is a complex nonlinear process, dependent on several interrelated factors in food environments both before and after migration, which is often mediated by SES.

### Table 2. List of the current government strategies (2016–2022) in England(82)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of publication</th>
<th>Government strategy for obesity</th>
<th>Target objective of strategy</th>
<th>Integrates ethnic minority/ migrant health needs?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 2016</td>
<td>Sugar reduction strategy</td>
<td>Food and beverage manufacturers have engaged to reduce the sugar content in food and sugar-sweetened beverages.</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2016</td>
<td>Childhood obesity: a call for action</td>
<td>Significantly reduce England’s rate of childhood obesity within the next 10 years</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2018</td>
<td>Childhood obesity: a call for action part 2</td>
<td>By 2030, halve childhood obesity rates and significantly reduce the health inequalities that persist</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2019</td>
<td>Childhood obesity: a call for action part 3</td>
<td>By 2030, reduce childhood obesity by 50%</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2020</td>
<td>Tackling obesity: government strategy</td>
<td>Halve childhood obesity rates</td>
<td>Superficially mentioned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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